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ABSTRACT 

A general form of the eigenvalue-based model for flow instability analysis is firstly introduced. It is simplified and 

applied to two sorts of classical flows: Poiseuille flow and Couette flow. The spectrums of eigenvalues show good 

agreements with the well-recognized references. Then, the model is used to predict the stall inception of the transonic axial 

compressor NASA Rotor 37. The multiple spectrums derived from eigenvalues are compared with the Fourier analysis of 

the full-passage unsteady flow field. It is found that the small disturbance responsible for the stall inception is well predicted 

by the global stability method. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the pursuit of high performance and compact size of compressors, rotating stall has become one of the most 

severe problems to be solved urgently. There are at least two types of stall that are now well known, and they are modal-

stall and spike-stall. The characteristic of modal stall is that there is a length scale disturbance around the impeller. It usually 

takes dozens to hundreds of impeller revolutions to develop from inception to complete scale instability.. The theory of 

modal stall is relatively mature. For another thing, the spike-stall is characterized by spike type disturbances of short length 

scales typically started in one pitch and developed into a few. Its progress is much faster than modal-spike and it usually 

requires only several rotor revolutions to grow from the initial spike to a full scale of rotating stall(Tan et al.,2010). In 

addition, it shows typical temporal uncertainty, making it much more difficult to be predicted(Day, 2016). 

Some attempts have been made to predict compressor instability. A typical one is the nonlinear model proposed by 

Moore-Greitzer, which theoretically predicts the existence of two-dimensional circumferential large-scale rotating 

disturbance waves(Greitzer,1976a; Greitzer,1976a). However, it does not mean that the model can accurately predict the 

stall inception of the compressor. Because it is a two-dimensional model, the non-uniformity of spanwise cannot be 

considered. Gong et al.(Gong et al., 1999) put forward a body-force model to simulate the propagation of instabilities in 

axial compressors. This is a multi-dimensional, incompressible, and inviscid flow model in which flow turning effect of 

blades is substituted by a body force field. The filed is continuously distributed circumferentially, and the rotor is assumed 

to have infinitive number of blades to restrict flow redistribution peripherally.  

In recent years, inspired by immersed boundary method and global linear stability analysis, Sun et al.(Sun and Sun, 

2018; Sun et al., 2013) constructed a general theory of turbomachinery flow stability. Based on this general framework, 

Liu et al.(Liu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015) established a flow stability model on the meridional plane and then analyzed 

the effects of flow compressibility on stability prediction. He et al.(He et al., 2018) proposed a streamline model, which 

carries out stability analysis for the circumferentially averaged streamlines at different spanwise positions. These models 

can quickly predict the starting point of rotating stall and capture the characteristic modal responsible for the instability. 

However, the temporal and spatial evolutions of the characteristic modal cannot be identified, which is a barrier for 

understanding the stall mechanism of compressors. 

In this paper, a general form of the eigenvalue-based model for flow instability analysis is firstly introduced. It is 

simplified and applied to two sorts of classical flows: Poiseuille flow and Couette flow. Then, the streamline model based 

on the general theory of flow stability is used to predict the stall inception point and the characteristic modal of NASA 

Rotor 37 at design rotating speed. This is followed by the flow fields analysis based on a full-passage unsteady numerical 

simulation of the compressor. The stall mechanism is identified by analyzing the temporal and spatial evolutions of the 

characteristic modal. Finally, conclusions and remarks are drawn. 
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THEORY OF FLOW STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Governing Equations 

The internal flow of the turbomachinery is controlled by the continuity, momentum and energy equations as follows 
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where v  is velocity,  is density, t is time, p is pressure,  is stress tensor,   is thermal conductivity coefficient 

and b
F  is body force. 

The flow stability is defined as follows: a disturbance with small amplitude is firstly imposed to the base flow, and the 

responses of the base flow to disturbance is checked. If the base flow can return to its original state, it is stable, otherwise,it 

is unstable. Based on the small disturbance hypothesis, an unsteady disturbance filed with finite amplitudes is superimposed 

on the base flow, then the density, velocity and pressure of the superimposed flow field can be rewritten as 
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where ρ  represent the base flow and ρ  represent the unsteady disturbance.  

It is clear that both the base flow and the superimposed flow can be described by equation (1). Subtracting the base 

flow from the superimposed flow and ignoring the high-order infinitesimals, a the linearized Navier-Stokes equation for 

the unsteady disturbance can be obtained. This equation is expanded in the cylindrical coordinate as follows 
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where, ( )= , , ,
T

u v w p    ，   ; A, B, C, E, G, H, M, N, Q, R, S are the coefficient matrixs determined by the base flow; 

F is the coefficient matrixs determined by the blade force model. 

Generally, the base flow inside the turbomachine is non-uniform in radial, circumferential and axial directions, 

therefore, the disturbance flow field is supposed to beinthe shape of harmonic decomposition: 
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Substituting equation(6) into equation (5), it yields a generalized eigenvalue equation as 

( ) =0L Φ   (7)  

where ( )= ,
T

u v w p , , ,Φ  and ( )L  is the linear differential operator of  . According to the theory of homogeneous 

linear partial differential equation, a non-zero solution of Φ exists only when equation (7) satisfies 

( )det 0L  =     (8)  

Then, the complex frequency = r ii  +  can be got by solving equation(8) , the real part of the complex frequency 

shows the frequency of the disturbance wave, and the system is stable when the imaginary part is negative, otherwise, it is 

unstable. 
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Body-Force Model 
The body-force model includes two parts so as to think about the effects of impeller blade, as illustrated in Figure 1: 

one part is the turning force T
F , which is vertical with the mean camber curve of the blades; the other is the resistance L

F , 

which represents a decrease in velocity caused by viscosity of blade surface. 

 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of body-force model 
Following the blade force model proposed by Marble(Marble, 1964), it is assumed that the loss of force is in proportion 

to the kinetic energy of the flow 

( )
22 2
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where,   is the coefficient of local resistance, which can be calculated from the base flow. 

In terms of the turning force, it is assumed that ,T
F

  is in proportion to the local meridional velocity mv  and the 

relative circumferential velocity ( )v r− , therefore, ,T
F

  can be expressed as 

( ),T mF v v r = −   (10) 

where,   is the coefficient of local turning force, which can also be calculated from the base flow. The direction of 

the turning force can be obtained by calculating the normal vector of the mean camber surface of the blade. 

Boundary and Match Conditions 
The governing equation is a linearized Euler equation whose highest order of the partial derivative is the first order. 

Therefore, the non-penetrating boundary condition is imposed to the wall of the casing and hub. 

0
n

u =   (11) 

where nu  represents the normal velocity disturbance of the wall. 

For the uniform inlet flow of the compressor, it is assumed that 
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The domain decomposition method is used to cope with difference of the governing equations between blade area and 

non-blade area. The conditions at the interface satisfy 
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Numerical Method 
The spectral method based on Chebyshev–Gauss–Lobatto points is used to discretized the control equation to improve 

the precision of the numerical solution and facilitate its solution. The physical grids in the (z,r) plane are converted to 

calculation plane (ζ,η) that satisfy 
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where N  and N  are the total amount of points in each subfield in the   and   coordinates.  

The derivative of differentiable function ( )f   at the collocation points satisfie 
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where the Chebyshev-differentiation matrix ijD  is written as follows 
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with the coefficient jc  formulated as 

2    0 or 

1    
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The matrix L is very large for interval flow of compressors, also it is usually highly ill-conditioned. These features 

bring difficulties for solving the eigenvalue equation. In this study, the singular value decomposition (SVD) 

method(Woodley and Peake, 1999a; Woodley and Peake, 1999b) is adopted to find the solution of the eigenvalue equation. 

MODEL VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION  
 

In this section, the stability model introduced above is validated by two sorts of classical flows: Poiseuille flow and 

Couette flow. Then, the model is used to predict the stall inception of the transonic axial compressor NASA Rotor 37. 

Poiseuille and Couette Flows 
Before applying the stability model to the axial compressor, the accuracy and reliability are firstly validated by the  

Poiseuille flow and Couette flow. Figure 2 shows the sketches and coordinate systems of the two types of flow. 

 

Figure 2 Sketch of the two flow situations (a) Poiseuille flow, and (b) Couette flow. 
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Figure 3 shows the spectrums of Poiseuille flow and Couette flow. The operating conditions are: Poiseuille flow 
=1, 0.25, Re 2000  = = ; Couette flow =1, 0.25, Re 1000  = = .  

 

    (a) Poiseuille flow                (b) Couette flow 

Figure 3 Spectrum for Poiseuille flow and Couette flow.   
The multiple spectrums derived from eigenvalues show good agreements with the well-recognized references(Schmid 

and Brandt, 2014). The reliability and accuracy of the stability model are proved. 

Transonic Compressor 
In this section, the stability model is used to predict the stall inception of the transonic axial compressor NASA Rotor 

37. The aerodynamic design parameters of the compressor are shown in Table 1(J. et al., 1997). 

Table 1 Aerodynamic design parameters. 

Parameters Value 

Number of blades 36 

Tip diameter at leading edge 0.5074 m 

Tip diameter at leading edge 0.3576 m 

Tip clearance 0.356 mm 

Total pressure ratio 2.106 

Mass flow rate 20.19 kg/s 

Rotational speed 17188.7 rpm 

Tip speed 454.14 m/s 

Blading Multiple Circular Arc 

The base flow is obtained by solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations. The k −  model is adopted 

to model turbulence. Figure 4 shows the comparison of characteristic curves between the numerical simulation and the 

experimental data(Arima et al.,1999). Similar to other studies(Ameri, 2010), both the total pressure ratio and the isentropic 

efficiency are also underestimated in this article. The maximum errors for the total pressure ratio and the isentropic 

efficiency are 1.5% and 3.5%, respectively. 

 

(a) Total pressure ratio                            (b) Efficiency 

Figure 4 Comparison between numerical simulation and experimental data. 
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Then, the streamline stability model simplified from the general theory of flow instability is applied to predict the stall 

inception of Rotor 37. Figure 5 shows the computational mesh for discretizing the governing equation. 

 

Figure 5 Computational mesh 
Figure 6 shows the distributions of eigenvalues on different streamlines for the three operating conditions (19.76kg/s, 

19.43kg/s and 19.29kg/s). It is found that the imaginary part of the eigenvalue on the 31st streamline at 19.43kg/s operating 

condition is above the zero line. This means that the compressor under the operating condition (19.43kg/s) is approaching 

the instability region and the tip flow (the 31st streamline) is responsible for the stall inception. The real part of the 

eigenvalue on the 31st streamline at 19.43kg/s operating condition is 0.425, which means the propagation velocity of the 

disturbance wave is 0.425 times rotating speed of compressor. Hence, the 19.43kg/s is regarded as the predicted stall-

inception point. This prediction agrees well with the experimental result (the relative error is 0.15%). We can also find that 

the values of imaginary parts generally increase from the root to the tip of the blade, which means that the root region is 

stable than the tip region. 

 

     (a) Real part of eigenvalue                  (b) Imaginary part of eigenvalue 

Figure 6 Distributions of eigenvalues on different streamlines for the three operating conditions 
(19.72kg/s , 19.43kg/s and 19.29kg/s). 

UNSTEADY FLOW ANALYSES 
Although the streamline stability model proposed based on the general theory of turbomachinery flow stability can 

quickly and accurately predict the stall inception point, it cannot reveal the detailed information of the flow field, nor can 

it reveal the evolution of unsteady structural disturbances in the flow field over time. To further clarify the instability 

mechanism and clarify the evolution process of stalling in space and time, this paper carried out a full-channel unsteady 

numerical simulation on the stall inception point, and performed the Spatial Fast Fourier Transform (SFFT) to extract the 

characteristic frequency of the result, and carried out dynamic mode decomposition to analyze the modal characteristics 

and physical meaning of the unsteady structure in the flow field, and the internal driving factors of its development and 

evolution are clarified. Based on the DMD method, this study aims to investigate the evolution of dynamic structure near 

small flow rate.  In this part, the principle of the DMD method is firstly introduced. Then, the DMD method is applied to 

the stall condition of the compressor, and the physical explanations of the decomposed DMD modes are clarified. Finally, 

some conclusions are drawn. 
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Fourier Spectrum Analysis 
First, Figure 7 shows the results of the full-channel unsteady numerical simulation under the stall condition. The 

streamline stability model is used to calculate the real and imaginary changes of the eigenvalues at different streamline 

positions. Obviously, similar to the previous results, the flow situation at the tip of the blade is worse, and it is the first to 

enter the unstable state. 

 

      (a) Real part of eigenvalue                  (b) Imaginary part of eigenvalue 

Figure 7 Variation of eigenvalues with different spanwise position. 
In order to further dig out more flow information about the instability point, the space Fourier analysis is performed 

on the position (99% span) of the blade where the 29th streamline first enters the instability state, and the main characteristic 

frequencies are extracted. 

Figure 8(a) shows the results of the Fourier analysis of the pressure signal space. It can be seen that the main frequency 

is BPF. In addition, the corresponding amplitude of the BPF frequency doubling is also relatively large. Figure 8(b) shows 

the partial enlargement result before the passing frequency of the blade. There are many similar maximum points, but the 

corresponding amplitudes of these extreme points are much smaller than the amplitude of the blade passing frequency. 

This multi-peak broadband feature may be due to the enhanced interaction between the tip leakage vortex and the main 

flow under small flow conditions. Under high back pressure and strong interaction, the tip leakage vortex continues to 

break. The broken tip leakage vortex is a multi-scale spatial disturbance in space, with multi-peak and broadband 

characteristics in time. However, due to a slightly shorter time, it has not completely evolved into a stall cell, so its 

amplitude is relatively low. In the next work, it can be further analyzed. 

 

       (a) Spectral distribution of pressure           (b) Partial zoom result before 11000Hz 

Figure 8 Results of the SFFT analysis 

Fourier Spectrum Analysis 
SFFT analysis describes the frequency spectrum characteristics of the compressor to a certain extent. On the other 

hand, the monitoring of the limited position by the SFFT method alone cannot satisfy the in-depth exploration of the 
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dynamic characteristics of the compressor flow field. It is necessary to further analyze the compressor flow through the 

modal decomposition method.  

DMD method is put forward to extract dynamic information from unsteady flow field based on the Koopman analysis 

of nonlinear dynamic systems,. It generates single-frequency structures (DMD modes) to linearly approximate the flow 

field. These decomposition modes with a certain growth rate naturally characterize  the dynamic characteristics of 

unsteady flow.  

DMD modes can be regarded as single-frequency flow structures, and their eigenvalues reflect their dynamic 

performance. The norms of DMD modes signify the relative energy contents, which can be utilized to estimate the strength 

of dynamic flow structures. The flow field can be reconstructed based on the DMD modes.  

Using the above method, the single-frequency modal decomposition of the 99% blade height position pulsating 

velocity of the blade is carried out, and the result is shown in Fig. 9. From the frequency modal energy ratio, it can be seen 

that the compressor's modal frequency spectrum characteristic distribution, there are two main modes, which are one-time 

rotor passing frequency (RPF) and 0.94BPF. This result is slightly different from the result of SFFT. It may be because 

SFFT analyzes the information of some data points on a line at a fixed position at a certain time, while the DMD method 

analyzes the data of the entire torus at a certain leaf height. 

  

Figure 9 Energy ratio of compressor 
It can be seen from the proportion of modal energy that RPF and 0.94BPF dominate the unsteady pulsation of the 

entire compressor flow field. The modal corresponding to each frequency has been reconstructed, and the modal structure 

is shown in Figure 10. The modal amplitudes are all normalized with their own maximum values, and the values reflect the 

pulsation intensity (Amode) of the frequency modal at different spatial locations. It can be seen that the RPF has the highest 

pulsation intensity in the middle of blade tip and the trailing edge, which corresponds to the tip leakage vortex in the middle 

of blade tip in the vortex diagram of Fig. 11. The modal structure of 0.94BPF shows multiple high fluctuation zones near 

the blade pressure surface. After comparing and analyzing with the vortex diagram and the streamline diagram shown in 

Fig. 12, it is believed that the modal structure represents the result of the interaction between the tip leakage vortex and the 

pressure surface. The tip leakage vortex is generated by the leading edge of the suction surface of the blade. After moving 

to the vicinity of the pressure surface of the adjacent blade, the vortex periodically interacts with the pressure surface, 

causing high pressure fluctuations on the pressure surface of the blade, and then moves downstream along the pressure 

surface of the blade.  

 

（a）The mode structures of RPF   （b）The mode structures of 0.94BPF 

Figure 10 The mode structures of main frequency 
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Figure 11 The distribution of vortexes 

 

Figure 12 The streamlines from tip clearance 
A large number of researchers have found that as the flow rate decreases, the interaction between the tip leakage vortex 

and the main flow gradually increases, and the interface moves forward and gradually becomes parallel to the impeller 

inlet. Under high back pressure and strong interaction, the tip leakage vortex is continuously broken. When the broken tip 

leakage vortex reaches the leading edge of adjacent blades, leading edge overflow will occur. Leading edge overflow is an 

important sign of compressor stall, and the blade leading edge tip leakage vortex breaking shows broadband characteristics 

as a stall warning Important signal(Yamada et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2017). In the study of this article, although the tip 

leakage vortex did not break, it can be seen from the vortex diagram and streamline diagram that its direction is almost 

parallel to the impeller inlet, and reducing the flow rate is likely to cause leading edge overflow. The induced stall may 

even develop further with time under the current flow rate, and the leakage vortex may break and induce the stall at a 

certain moment. Therefore, it can be considered that this flow is close to the instability boundary, and the appearance of 

the 0.94BPF modal structure characterizing the interaction between the tip leakage vortex and the pressure surface can 

provide a basis for the early warning of flow field instability. 

CONCLUSIONS 
First, a general theory of flow stability of turbomachines is introduced, and it is applied to two classical flows: 

Poiseuille flow and Couette flow, verifying its reliability and accuracy. 

The flow stability model constructed based on the flow stability theory of the turbomachine is used to predict the 

instability point of Rotor 37. The relative error between the calculated result and the experimental value is 0.15%, which 

proves the accuracy of the model. 

Using SFFT and DMD methods to analyze the results of the full-channel unsteady numerical simulation of the 

predicted stall inception point, and detect the multi-peak broadband structure characteristics that represent the tip leakage 

vortex break, and the RPF mode characterize the tip leakage vortex. The 0.94BPF mode, which characterizes the interaction 

between the tip leakage vortex and the pressure surface, can provide a basis for early warning of flow field instability. 

However, the results of SFFT and DMD methods are slightly different, and the reasons for the errors will be analyzed and 

clarified in further work. 
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